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Keeping the inner
& outer eyes open

Welcoming
dissonances

awareness of choice
(in every moment)
The world offers us
everything but gives
us nothing that we

don‘t accept

Problems as a
chance

Importance of
question

Discomfort (illness,
arriving late etc.) is
an opportunity to
stop relying on
habitual coping

strategies

Open-heart -
respond to what

calls you

Exploring the
common unity with
all the nationalities

is the essence of
humanity

How many apples
are in a human

connection

The new structures
have to arise

through „us“ from
the core of the

earth

We are hosting the
global process of the

great
transformation

Our
connection to
„outer world“

Warm the house,
sense the place

The strudels of deep
conversation sould
be balanced with
the vegetables of

play

Let there be love &
everything flows

Nothing to do but
to offer your gifts

lightly

It‘s courageous
work to be open

There is joy in
giving and strength

in sharing
The centre is

everywhere - as
long as we tend to

it

Simple
Joy

Generosity

Opening up
subtle sensing and

transforming
energies

Inentional wishing
works

learning

About oneself:
host, be, share:
what can I give?

Communication
with space/place =
hosting community

Healing + coming
into flow of
male/female

energies

Wisdom
nuggets



The levels of how we
showed up

mateship

personal collective
realization

The beginning of a
series of learning

villages

Collective
realization needs

some form of
hosting

… of emptying!

Through practicing
we manifest more

of the potential of a
healthy village

… of „jumping over
the shadow“

(assumptions about
Slovenia/Yugoslavia,

logistics/hosting
team, money …)

… of finding our gift
& place in the

community in every
moment and

overcoming the fear
to really deeply

connect

… of finding the
potential to

magnify the magic
of the learning

village

… on individual
and collective

potential

… of coming into
our own individual
& collective shoes,
accept them and
walk with them

… of consciously
living connectedness
by integrating all

aspects of life

… of syncronization
through mutual

support to resonate
with the whole

… of creating a
„being“ that does
not dissolve when

„we“ leave

… towards peaceful
coexistence

.. of joyfully dancing
with shadow &light
into our power &
gifts to the world

… of joyful
nakedness in a

trusting safe space
and awareness of
the wider system

belonging

This is a
journey …

… on how we
want to be
together


